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Message from the Guest Editor

Polyborates are a class of inorganic compound (salt)
containing boron atoms within their anionic moieties.
These boron atoms are bound solely to oxygen and can
adopt either trigonal-planar or tetrahedral connectivity.
The cations of these salts can be ‘naked’ metals (e.g. Na+),
organic, or transition-metal complexes and furthermore,
polyborates may also be anhydrous or hydrated.
Consequentially, polyborates show immense solid-state
structural diversity with ‘hydrogen-bonded insular systems’
and ‘supramolecular polymeric systems’ well represented
within the class. Polyborates have unique properties and a
few have been used in the production of a wide variety of
bulk products such as insulation fiberglass, specialty
glasses, enamels and glazes, fertilizers, biocides, fire
retardants, detergents. The intent of this Special Issue is to
focus on the most recent advances in polyborate chemistry
ranging from fundamental aspects to current and potential
applications. Full papers, communications, and reviews on
these topics are welcome.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

As the premier open access journal dedicated to
experimental organic chemistry, and now in its 25th year of
publication, the papers published in Molecules span from
classical synthetic methodology to natural product
isolation and characterization, as well as physicochemical
studies and the applications of these molecules as
pharmaceuticals, catalysts and novel materials. Pushing
the boundaries of the discipline, we invite papers on
multidisciplinary topics bridging biochemistry, biophysics
and materials science, as well as timely reviews and topical
issues on cutting edge fields in all these areas.
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